Students spread awareness on International Day of Non Violence.

Like every year, this year also the students of JSSPS observed 2nd October as
Gandhi Jayanti- the birthday of the
Father of our Nation (Motherland
India). This day is termed as
International Day of Non Violence.
The school paid a special tribute to
this great figure at the all school
assembly in the morning.
Children being the pillars of a
Nation’s progressive development, we at JSSPS always strive to inculcate in our

young hearts the values of patriotism, honesty, perseverance and tolerance. No
stone is left unturned to provide our children with the opportunity of not only
expressing the essence of their roots but also to showcase their love and gratitude
for the unforgettable Heroes of
our Motherland, India.
Four students of 9B students Sree Narayan, Pranav Raj, Aditya
Nayak and Subhasri Vijay
students of grade 9 were happy
to create a blog to inform and
educate their peers on the
importance of the day. The link
to the blog is www:sreeaadhi07.wixsite.com/gandhijayanti. The link was shared to
all sections of the school. The blog contained facts and important events that
depicted the life of Mahatma Gandhi. The blog was well created which allowed
students scope to know more facts about Mahatma Gandhi and his contribution to
the history of our
motherland.
The presentation followed
by interactive sessions
brought to light the love
and respect these little
children have for their
‘Bapuji’- the Father of the
Nation (India). It was
really worthwhile to see
the children voicing their opinions about non-violence.

They carried home the great thought which was practiced by Gandhiji – peaceful
solution to every problem and tolerance being the key to success. The day really left
a lasting impression in the minds of our budding heroes of the future.

